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Cleaning behavior is known as a classic example of cooperation between unrelated individuals. Although much is known of the behav-
ioral processes underlying cooperative behavior, the physiological pathways mediating cooperation remain relatively obscure. Here, 
we show that altering the activity of serotonin on wild cleaner wrasses Labroides dimidiatus has causal effects on both social and 
cooperative activities. These cleaners cooperate by removing ectoparasites from visiting “client” reef fishes but prefer to eat client 
mucus, which constitutes “cheating.” We found that enhancing serotonin made cleaner wrasses more motivated to engage in clean-
ing behavior and more likely to provide physical contact to clients (tactile stimulation) without spending more time cleaning or cheating 
more often. Blocking serotonin-mediated response resulted in an apparent decrease in cleaners’ cheating levels and in an increase in 
cleaners’ aggressiveness toward smaller conspecifics. Our results provide first evidence that serotonin is a neuromodulatory driver of 
cooperative behavioral activities and contribute to the understanding of neural pathways of cooperation.

Key words: cooperation, cleaning behavior, Labroides dimidiatus, neuromodulator, serotonin, serotonin 1A receptor, 8-hydroxy-2-
(dipropylamino)tetralin hydrobromide, WAY 100.635.

INTRODUCTION
A great variety of  concepts exists to explain cooperation, defined 
here as stable mutual helping between unrelated individuals 
(Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Côté 2000; Trivers 1971). These 
theories have been particularly successful at identifying various 
partner control mechanisms, such as partner choice, sanctions, or 
punishment that select against a reduction in investment (Bshary 
and Grutter 2002; Johnstone and Bshary 2002). In contrast, we do 
not understand well what strategies and underlying decision rules 
individuals use in potentially cooperative interactions. For example, 
it is quite clear that animals, including humans, do not use pre-
cise counting strategies like tit-for-tat and its deviations (Raihani 
and Bshary 2011). However, mechanistic studies that identify 
the link between cooperation and its physiological basis are still 
relatively rare.

The role of  the oxytocin as neuromodulator of  social bonds has 
become a substance of  major interest. Evolved apparently to pro-
mote bonds between mothers and their offspring, various species 
have co-opted the mechanism to promote bonds, both between pair 
partners and between friends (Young and Wang 2004). In humans, 

oxytocin even promotes in-group cooperation along with separation 
from out-group members (De Dreu et al. 2012). Although oxytocin is 
one of  the mechanisms involved in the cooperation between bonded 
individuals, many cases of  cooperation in nature do not involve 
bonded partners. Moreover, the mechanisms underlying the effects 
of  1 neuroendocrine factor usually work in an integrative way, so 
we can expect that other compounds might also mediate aspects of  
cooperative behavior. For instance, central effects (i.e., involving the 
brain) of  oxytocin have been described as important mediators of  
the stress response (Neumann 2008). In humans, some selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) like fluvoxamine and citalopram 
are known to increase plasma levels of  oxytocin. Because serotonin 
fibers overlap with oxytocin-containing cells in the paraventricular 
and supraoptic nuclei of  the hypothalamus (Marazziti et  al. 2012), 
there may be a relationship between serotonin and oxytocin. Also, 
serotonin fibers and arginine vasopressin (AVP)–producing neurons 
are located in the same areas in the brain (Ferris et al. 1997). Indeed, 
studies on hamsters revealed that treatment with fluoxetine decreases 
AVP and blocks AVP-induced aggression (Ferris et al. 1997). Thus, 
there are candidate substances that may play a key role in the modu-
lation of  cooperation between nonbonded individuals.

A major aim in recent years has been to identify neurohormonal 
candidates that may modulate levels of  cooperation in marine Address correspondence to M. C. Soares. E-mail: marta.soares@cibio.up.pt.
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cleaning mutualisms (Cardoso et  al. 2015a,b; Ros et  al. 2012; 
Soares et al. 2011, 2012, 2014). One of  the best-known examples 
of  cooperation between unrelated individuals occurs between the 
Indo-Pacific cleaner wrasses Labroides dimidiatus and their visiting 
reef  fishes, usually referred to as “clients,” which inspect the body 
surface, gills, and sometimes mouth of  clients (Côté 2000). During 
an interaction with clients, cleaners can choose whether to cooper-
ate, by removing ectoparasites, or to cheat, by eating mucus from 
clients which they prefer (Grutter and Bshary 2003). Conflict usu-
ally happens when cleaners choose to cheat, which is normally 
measured by the reaction of  clients to cleaners’ bites, referred to 
as “body jolts” (Bshary and Grutter 2002; Soares et  al. 2008). In 
order to reduce conflict and to further invest in the interaction, 
cleaners frequently provide tactile stimulation to their clients, which 
is characterized by a physical contact in the dorsal area of  the cli-
ents with their pelvic fins (Bshary 2011; Bshary and Würth 2001; 
Grutter 2004). Cleaners have been demonstrated to have a diverse 
set of  behaviors to increase the duration of  inspection and to pro-
mote future interactions (Bshary 2011). On the physiological level, 
arginine vasotocin (AVT) plays an important role as a modulator 
of  cleaning behavior, as high levels of  this neuropeptide decrease 
cleaners’ likelihood to interact with their clients (Soares et al. 2012). 
In contrast, evidence is yet to be found regarding the role of  IT 
(isotocin, fish homolog for oxytocin) in this system. Recently, cor-
tisol levels were also found to associate with changes in cleaner 
wrasse behavioral patterns (Soares et  al. 2014). Considering the 
relationship between both AVP and cortisol (Höglund et al. 2002; 
Winberg et al. 1997) with serotonin, it is parsimonious to suggest a 
possible role of  serotonin in this mutualism.

Serotonin is a major neurotransmitter that is responsible for the 
regulation of  social behavior in vertebrates, including humans (Fox 
et al. 2009; Raleigh et al. 1991; Winberg et al. 1993). For example, 
in humans, serotonin is associated with vulnerability to mood dis-
orders (Fox et  al. 2009), as it is known to play an important role 
in depression and anxiety (Lesch and Mössner 1998). Recent stud-
ies have shown that lowering serotonin levels in humans increases 
reactions to unfairness (Crockett et  al. 2008)  and reduces coop-
erative play during an Iterated Prisoners Dilemma game (Wood 
et al. 2006). On the contrary, the enhancement of  serotonin levels 
in adult humans resulted in less quarrelsome behaviors, increased 
dominant behavior, and cooperative communication and play dur-
ing mixed-motive games (games in which the players preferences 
among the outcomes are neither identical, as they are in pure coor-
dination games, nor diametrically opposed, as they are in zero-sum 
or constant-sum games, Knutson et al. 1998; Tse and Bond 2002). 
Serotonin is also one of  the main neuromodulators influencing the 

quality of  close intimate partnerships in humans and other animal 
models (Bilderbeck et  al. 2011)  and is associated with antisocial 
(impulsive) behaviors and aggressive responses (Booij et  al. 2010; 
Coccaro et al. 2010). In fish, experimental enhancement or reduc-
tion of  serotonin levels may produce behavioral changes. However, 
most studies have focused on the role of  serotonin in social status 
and aggression (Clotfelter and O’Hare 2007; McDonald et  al. 
2011), with few exceptions (Beulig and Fowler 2008).

To determine whether the behavior of  the cleaner wrasse is mod-
ulated by serotonin activity, manipulations and observations were 
conducted in the field. Here, we probed the effect of  serotonin by 
testing if  exogenous administration of  2 serotonin activity facilitators 
(fluoxetine and 8-hydroxy-2-(dipropylamino)tetralin hydrobromide 
[8-OH-DPAT]) and 2 serotonin activity blockers (p-chlorophenyl-
alanine [PCPA] and WAY 100.635) (Table  1) through peripheral 
injections affected the likelihood to engage in cleaning behavior 
(by the proportion of  clients that are inspected and the propor-
tion of  cleaners that change from one client to the next), whether 
it would directly affect the service quality (by calculating the time 
cleaners spent inspecting clients and providing tactile stimula-
tion and jolt rate), and if  it affected conspecific-directed behavior 
(between cleaners, antagonistic chases where one individual rapidly 
advanced toward the other and parallel swimming). Both fluoxetine 
and PCPA act through influencing serotonin content in the synaptic 
cleft, whereas 8-OH-DPAT and WAY 100.635 modulate serotonin 
1A receptor as agonist and antagonist, respectively (Table  1). The 
serotonin 1A receptor is one of  the most abundant serotoninergic 
receptor subtypes in the mammalian brain. It was the first to be 
cloned and it is presently the most thoroughly characterized (Albert 
et al. 1990; Laaris et al. 1995). This receptor has also been cloned 
for several species of  fish, providing good evidence for similarity to 
the mammalian version (Medeiros and McDonald 2013).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field methods

This study was conducted on 10 different reefs around Lizard Island 
(Lizard Island Research Station, Australia, 14°40′S, 145°28′E) 
between August and October 2012. We used 45 females (as these are 
more common than males and easier to catch) of  bluestreak cleaner 
wrasse L. dimidiatus to test the effect of  serotonin on cleaning behavior. 
All observations and manipulations were made by 2 SCUBA diver, 
between 9:00 and 15:00 h. Cleaner fish were selected haphazardly 
across the reefs and cleaning stations varied in depth between 1 and 
10 m. All individuals were captured using hand and barrier nets and 

Table 1
Function, effect, and serotonin activity of  each compound used in this study

Compound Function Effect Serotonin activity

Fluoxetine Serotonin content-influencing compounds More serotonin available in the synaptic cleft 
(selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor)

Facilitates serotonin activity

PCPA Less serotonin available as it blocks serotonin 
production (selective tryptophan hydroxylase 
inhibitor)

Blocks serotonin activity

8-OH-DPAT Serotonin 1A receptor modulators Serotonin 1A receptor activated (serotonin 1A 
receptor agonist)

Facilitates serotonin activity (via a 
specific receptor)

WAY 100.635 Serotonin 1A receptor blocked (serotonin 1A 
receptor antagonist)

Blocks serotonin activity (via a specific 
receptor)
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measured to the nearest millimeter (total length [TL]). TL of  these 
individuals ranged from 5.5 to 8.0 cm. Fish body weight was estimated 
from a length-weight regression (Soares MC, unpublished data) and 
ranged from 1.0 to 4.0 g. The focal female was then given an intra-
muscular injection of  1 of  5 compounds: saline (0.9 NaCl), fluoxetine 
(Sigma F132), 8-OH-DPAT (Sigma H8520), PCPA (Sigma C6506), 
and WAY 100.635 (Sigma W108). Injection volumes were always 
15 µL per gram of  body weight (gbw) and this process never exceeded 
3 min. Because this study was done exclusively in field conditions with 
limitations of  time and number of  fish used (collecting permit allow-
ance), dosages chosen were based on previous studies that focused 
on other model species of  teleost fish: a concentration of  5 µL/gbw 
of  fluoxetine (Perreault et al. 2003), 1 µL/gbw of  8-OH-DPAT, and 
1.5  µL/gbw of  WAY 100.635 (Clotfelter and O’Hare 2007)  and 
PCPA 5 µL/gbw (Clotfelter and O’Hare 2007; Lopez-Mendoza et al. 
1998; Lorenzi et al. 2009). The function/effect of  each pharmaceu-
tical compound used is given in Table  1. Two of  our chosen com-
pounds aimed at the serotonin 1A receptor (but see Table 1). These 
receptors can be located on the cell body, dendrites, axons, and both 
presynaptically and postsynaptically in nerve terminals or synapses. 
Serotonin 1A receptor agonists (in our case 8-OH-DPAT) tend to 
exert a biphasic mode of  action; they decrease serotonin release and 
postsynaptic serotonin 1A receptor activity in low doses, and further 
decrease serotonin release but increase postsynaptic serotonin 1A 
receptor activity at higher doses by directly stimulating the receptors 
in place of  serotonin (Hjorth et  al. 2000). Thus, the administration 
of  fluoxetine and PCPA may also serve as a control in relation to the 
effects produced by both serotonin 1A agonist and antagonist, which 
will help us to document their effects more clearly in the absence of  
a previous dosage calibration study. For all treatments, independent 
cleaner fish were used as all cleaners were caught on different clean-
ing stations around the island. Once an individual was released, it was 
then observed and videotaped for the next 45 min using video cam-
eras in waterproof  housings (Sony HDR-XR155). Video recordings 
were made from a distance of  between 2 and 3 m.

Behavioral analysis

During each video analysis, we recorded the following measures: 
1)  species of  each client (estimated visually to the nearest centi-
meter) visiting the cleaning station; 2)  the number of  clients that 
adopted the species-specific immobile pose, which signals the need 
and availability to be cleaned (Côté et  al. 1998), including those 
that ended up not being inspected by the cleaner wrasse; 3)  the 
number and duration (in seconds) of  a cleaner’s inspection toward 
each client 4)  the frequency and duration of  tactile stimulation 
provided (where a cleaner touches, with ventral body and fins, the 
body of  the client and no feeding is involved; Bshary and Würth 
2001); 5)  the number of  jolts by clients (cleaners sometimes take 
bites to which the clients respond with a short body jolt that usu-
ally is a behavior associated with cheating by cleaner fish; Bshary 
and Grutter 2002; Soares et al. 2008); and 6)  conspecific-directed 
behavior, including parallel swimming as a measure of  intraspecific 
social behavior, and antagonistic charges (chases) where one indi-
vidual rapidly advanced toward the other.

Statistical analysis

All cleaner fish were caught from different cleaning stations for the 
cleaning behavior observations following neuroendocrine manip-
ulations and were therefore treated as independent measures. 
Interspecific cleaner fish behavior was measured for 2 different 

behavioral categories: 1) measures of  likelihood to interact with cli-
ents quantified as the proportion of  inspected clients, a measure for 
seeking cooperative social interactions, and 2) measures of  clean-
ing quality, related to the degree of  cooperativeness, quantified 
as a) duration of  inspection by cleaners, b) frequency of  jolts per 
100 s of  inspection, c) proportion of  interactions in which tactile 
stimulation was applied to clients and d) duration of  tactile stimula-
tion provided by cleaners. Intraspecific behavior was measured by 
1) pair close swimming events as a measure of  intraspecific social 
behavior and 2) frequency of  antagonistic chases between the focal 
female and a conspecific. All data were analyzed using nonpara-
metric tests because the assumptions for parametric testing were 
not met. We therefore compared each pharmaceutical treatment 
with the control (saline) group by using Mann–Whitney U tests as 
is recommended for a small set of  planned comparisons (Ruxton 
and Beauchamp 2008). Bonferroni correction was applied to 
account for multiple testing, thus reducing the significance level to 
α = 0.0125. All tests were done in SPSS Statistics version 22.

RESULTS
Serotonin effect on the likelihood to engage in 
cleaning behavior

Compared with control treatment (saline), both the fluoxetine 
and the serotonin 1A receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT significantly 
increased the proportion of  clients inspected, whereas the trypto-
phan hydroxylase inhibitor PCPA and the serotonin 1A antagonist 
WAY 100.635 significantly decreased it (Mann–Whitney U tests, all 
n1 = 9, n2 = 9; fluoxetine vs. saline: U = 3, P < 0.001; 8-OH-DPAT 
vs. saline: U = 8, P = 0.003; PCPA vs. saline: U = 0; P < 0.001; 
WAY 100.635 vs. saline: U = 0; P < 0.001, Figure 1).

Serotonin effect on cleaning quality levels

The antagonist WAY 100.635 significantly decreased cleaner fish’s 
inspection duration, whereas none of  the remaining treatments signif-
icantly affected inspection duration (all n1 = 9, n2 = 9; fluoxetine vs. 
saline: U = 36, P = 0.73; 8-OH-DPAT vs. saline: U = 27, P = 0.258; 
WAY 100.635 vs. saline: U = 12, P = 0.011; PCPA vs. saline: U = 38, 
P = 0.863, Figure 2a). Similarly, WAY 100.635 significantly reduced 
clients’ body jolts, whereas the other substances had no significant 
effect (all n1  =  9, n2  =  9; fluoxetine vs. saline: U  =  34, P  =  0.607; 
8-OH-DPAT vs. saline: U = 29, P = 0.34; WAY 100.635 vs. saline: 
U = 9, P = 0.004; PCPA vs. saline: U = 31, P = 0.436, Figure 2b).

No difference was found in the proportion of  interactions in 
which cleaners provided tactile stimulation (fluoxetine vs. saline: 
U = 33, P = 0.546; 8-OH-DPAT vs. saline: U = 30, P = 0.387; WAY 
100.635 vs. saline: U =24.5, P = 0.161; PCPA vs. saline: U = 20.5, 
P  =  0.077, Figure  2c), However, cleaners treated with the agonist 
8-OH-DPAT spent significantly more time providing tactile stimu-
lation to clients (8-OH-DPAT vs. saline: U = 9.5, n1 = 9, n2 = 9, 
P = 0.004), whereas the opposite occurred with the antagonist WAY 
100.635 (WAY 100.635 vs. saline: U = 9, n1 = 9, n2 = 9, P = 0.004); 
the other treatments had no effect on time spent providing tactile 
stimulation (both n1  =  9, n2  =  9; fluoxetine vs. saline: U  =  28.5, 
P = 0.2973; PCPA vs. saline: U = 22.0, P = 0.1134, Figure 2d).

Serotonin effect on a cleaner fish’s likelihood to 
interact with conspecific partners

There were no significant effects of  treatments on the frequency of  
cleaner parallel swimming (all n1 = 9, n2 = 9; fluoxetine (median; 
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Figure 2
The effect of  fluoxetine, 8-OH-DPAT, PCPA, and WAY 100.635 compared with a control (saline) on measures of  cleaning quality by cleaner fish L. dimidiatus 
to client fish: (a) client inspection duration at cleaning stations (total inspection duration/total number of  inspections), (b) number of  client jolts per 100 s of  
inspection, (c) proportion of  interactions in which tactile stimulation was applied to clients (number of  cleaning events in which cleaner performed tactile 
stimulation/total number of  cleaning events), and (d) tactile stimulation duration (total time of  tactile stimulation/total number of  inspections where tactile 
stimulation occurred). Medians are shown ±1 interquartile range. P values refer to Mann–Whitney tests of  the effect of  each treatment group against the 
reference (saline) group. *P < 0.0125; **P < 0.005.
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interquartile range. P values refer to Mann–Whitney tests of  the effect of  each treatment group against the reference (saline) group. **P < 0.005; ***P < 0.001.
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interquartile range: 2; 0–2) vs. saline (3; 0–4), U = 35, P = 0.666; 
8-OH-DPAT (3; 2–4) vs. saline: U = 35, P = 0.666; WAY 100.635 
(6; 4–8) vs. saline: U = 16.5, P = 0.031; PCPA (6; 1–8) vs. saline: 
U = 22.5, P = 0.113). Individuals treated with WAY 100.635 sig-
nificantly increased the frequency of  chases of  smaller conspecifics, 
whereas no significant effects were found for the remaining treat-
ments (all n1 = 9, n2 = 9; fluoxetine vs. saline: U = 27, P = 0.258; 
8-OH-DPAT vs. saline: U = 18, P = 0.05; WAY 100.635 vs. saline: 
U = 9, P = 0.004; PCPA vs. saline: U = 22.5, P = 0.113, Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
We examined the neuromodulatory role of  serotonin in coopera-
tion between unrelated individuals, as well as general social behav-
ior between conspecifics, using a well-known fish model, the cleaner 
wrasse L. dimidiatus. Shifts in serotonin availability and modulation 
of  the serotonin 1A receptor produced subsequent changes of  
cleaner wrasses’ behavioral response (see summary in Table 2). Our 
findings demonstrate that serotonin generally enhanced individual 
tendencies to approach clients. Below we further discuss our results.

Serotonin modulation in seeking to interact

Serotonin is probably one of  the main neuromodulators mediat-
ing the basic drive to be social (Young 2013). To date, human and 
other primates research has shown that altering serotonin levels can 
directly influence individuals’ social perception and mood, namely 
that lower amounts of  serotonin can induce a state in which isola-
tion is preferred and prosocial contacts are undesired (Bartz 2011; 
Bilderbeck et  al. 2011; Higley and Linnoila 1997; Higley et  al. 
1996). Moreover, in locusts, a rise in serotonin level is involved in 
their transformation from being solitary to gregariousness (Anstey 
et al. 2009). Our results on the proportion of  clients inspected are 
consistent with the latter studies; the administration of  the SSRI 
fluoxetine and the serotonin 1A receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT lead 
to a general increase in the motivation to engage in cleaning inter-
actions, whereas the blocking of  serotonin-mediated effects by the 
tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitor PCPA and the serotonin 1A recep-
tor antagonist WAY 100.635 had the opposite effect. One possible 

Figure 3
The effect of  fluoxetine, 8-OH-DPAT, PCPA, and WAY 100.635 compared 
with a control (saline) on the cleaner fish L.  dimidiatus frequency to chase 
other smaller conspecifics. Medians are shown ±1 interquartile range. P 
values refer to Mann–Whitney tests of  the effect of  each treatment group 
against the reference (saline) group. **P < 0.005.
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mechanism by which altered serotonin activity might work to change 
cleaner wrasses’ motivation to interact is through the modulation 
of  the reinforcement and incentive-motivational processes, which 
happens in interaction with the dopamine system (Baumgarten and 
Grozdanovic 1995) and via the regulatory roles of  other serotonin 
receptor subtypes (Walsh and Cunningham 1997). Evidence has, 
for instance, been found in rats where increased serotonin levels not 
only facilitated reward-related behavior but also affected general 
arousal and motor tone (Sasaki-Adams and Kelley 2001). Another 
possibility for the lack of  motivation for engaging in cleaning by 
cleaners under the effects of  PCPA and WAY 100.635 is that low-
ering serotonin might enhance a form of  detection and potential 
prediction of  aversive signals in visiting clients, findings that have 
been reported following manipulations that reduce serotonin func-
tion in humans (Crockett et al. 2009). Athough we may assume that 
the serotonin 1A receptor plays a major role in modulating clean-
ers’ motivation to interact with clients, other members of  serotonin 
receptors family might also be involved. The overall effect observed 
may be related to serotonin additionally binding to other receptors, 
such as serotonin 2A, 6, and 7, which are also involved in social 
behavior, for example, by inhibiting anxiety effects in social interac-
tions and by producing changes in social recognition (Barnes and 
Sharp 1999; King et al. 2008).

The serotoninergic system is also known to have an important 
role in the mediation of  the hypothalamic-pituitary-interrenal 
(HPI) tissue stress axis. For instance, fish studies involving the 
administration of  serotonin receptor agonists have provided evi-
dence that serotonin can affect circulating cortisol levels (Höglund 
et  al. 2002; Winberg et  al. 1997). However, these effects may 
depend on the state of  the fish and the dosage used. In the cleaning 
mutualisms, the rise of  stress levels elicited by predatory clients is 
known to induce cleaning gobies Elacatinus evelynae to become more 
proactive and to reduce the elapsed time between client approach 
and the start of  the interaction (Soares et al. 2012). In the case of  
the cleaner wrasse L.  dimidiatus, the rise of  cortisol levels seem to 
similarly relate to shifts in behavioral patterns (Soares et al. 2014). 
Thus, an additional potential explanation for the increase of  
cleaner wrasse motivation levels in this study may also occur via 
serotonin receptor agonists’ stimulation of  the HPI axis.

Serotonin modulation of cooperative service 
quality

Serotonin may be one of  the neuromodulators directly influenc-
ing the quality of  cooperative interactions. For instance, in ver-
vet monkeys, increasing serotonin via pharmacological treatment 
results in investing more in grooming (Raleigh et  al. 1980, 1985). 
Our results partially matched these findings as cleaners spent more 
time providing tactile stimulation to their clients. A possible neuro-
modulation mechanism may occur via the interaction between the 
serotonergic and the dopaminergic neuronal system: 8-OH-DPAT 
has been referred to facilitate dopamine transmission and promote 
nonspecific motivational arousal (Montgomery et al. 1991). Indeed, 
previous studies have shown that 8-OH-DPAT affects dopamine 
neuronal activity (dopamine synthesis and turnover) in the lim-
bic system (Ahlenius et  al. 1989; Arborelius et  al. 1993), a system 
critical for the attribution of  valence and salience to social stimuli 
(Rilling et al. 2008). In this case, the putative change of  rewarding 
value involved in the provision of  tactile stimulation (as it decreases 
client stress; Soares et  al. 2011)  would be coded by the circuitry 
underlying the serotonin receptor 1A (located mainly in limbic 
areas; Pompeiano et al. 1992) influencing the mesolimbic dopami-
nergic pathways.

The blocking of  serotonin activity effects is predicted to cause 
inhibition to approach stimuli and a rise in impulsivity and aggres-
sion (Young 2013). Here, the blocking of  serotonin-mediated 
effects did not lead to a rise in cleaners’ dishonesty levels, mea-
sured as client jolts. On the contrary, blocking serotonin action 
with the 1A receptor antagonist WAY 100.635 seems to induce 
a decrease in cheating frequencies. However, this result may also 
be a product of  the general decrease of  proportion of  clients 
inspected and of  the average duration of  interactions, so it should 
be interpreted with caution. Interestingly, WAY 100.635 caused 
treated individuals to be more frequently aggressive toward con-
specifics. Taken together, these results may imply that on a mecha-
nistic level, cheating by feeding on client mucus is not linked to 
aggressive motivations. The results on intraspecific interactions fit 
many studies in vertebrates showing that highly aggressive individ-
uals (which are usually dominant males) have lower serotonergic 
activity than less aggressive males (Blanchard et al. 1991; Raleigh 
et al. 1991; Summers et al. 1997; Winberg et al. 1993). As cleaner 
wrasse are protogynous hermaphrodites living in harems, it is pos-
sible that changes of  social status and social dominance are also 
built on shifts of  serotonin levels during cleaner wrasse ontogenetic 
development. Future work should be done to analyze differences 
of  serotonin concentrations in the brain during different stages 
and transitions of  individual life histories (i.e., small females, large 
females, and males).

Cooperating or cheating: implication of the 
serotonin system via mediation of cortisol levels

As briefly mentioned above, serotonin can affect the HPI axis in 
fish. Previous studies done on fish have focussed on how these 2 sys-
tems work together during social interactions (Clotfelter et al. 2010; 
Larson et  al. 2003; McDonald et  al. 2011; Winberg and Nilsson 
1993). Namely, social stressors seem to result in a rise of  brain 
serotonin turnover (Winberg and Nilsson 1993), whereas socially 
subordinate fish display elevated cortisol levels (Ejike and Schreck 
1980). Moreover, exogenous treatment with the serotonin agonist 
8-OH-DPAT has been demonstrated to result in an increase of  
cortisol level in the goldfish Carassius auratus (Lim et  al 2013). In 
the cleaning mutualism, the exogenous increase of  cortisol affects 
L. dimidiatus cooperative levels but in a conditional manner: treated 
cleaners were observed to provide more tactile stimulation to the 
smaller clientele just to attract larger clients that are then bitten 
to obtain mucus (Bshary and Grutter 2002, Soares et al. 2014). In 
the current study, we have not categorized clients according to size; 
however, we did find an overall effect of  the 8-OH-DPAT on tactile 
stimulation duration. The potential rise in cortisol levels (mediated 
by the treatment with 8-OH-DPAT) could be influencing the dura-
tion of  tactile stimulation provision, similar to the prolongation of  
the interaction duration in gobies when cleaning predators (2012). 
However, the rise of  cortisol levels did not influence the number of  
events in which tactile stimulation was given, as previously reported 
by Soares et  al. (2014). The levels of  clients’ jolts were also rela-
tively low after treatment with serotonin agonists, when compared 
with those demonstrated by Soares et al. (Soares et al. 2014). The 
absence of  significant results in the proportion of  tactile stimulated 
provided and in the outcome jolting behavior of  clients could be 
due to the use of  a smaller dosage or a question of  treatment effect 
duration: for instance, in goldfish (mentioned above), plasma cor-
tisol samples were collected 1.5 h following treatment, whereas in 
our case, data were solely collected during the first 45 min following 
treatment. Future work should include a wider collection of  behav-
ioral effects in relation to time (up to 8 h, Lim et al. 2013).
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Serotonin link to neuropeptide systems

A neurohormone that was first identified to be involved in the regu-
lation of  cooperative behavior in the cleaner wrasse is AVT (Soares 
et al. 2012, Cardoso et al. 2015). Earlier research, mostly done in 
rats, has confirmed that serotonin (and its agonists and SSRIs) plays 
a key role in altering the secretion and release of  AVP and oxytocin 
(Jørgensen et  al. 2003). According to Jørgensen et  al. (2003), the 
treatment with the agonist 8-OH-DPAT induces significant oxyto-
cin release, which is inhibited by the serotonin 1A receptor antago-
nist. It is thus possible that the effect 8-OH-DPAT had on tactile 
stimulation duration can also occur via an effective release of  isoto-
cin (the homolog of  oxytocin in fish), which might also be involved 
in the rise of  cleaner wrasses’ prosocial behavior resulting from the 
treatment with both of  the agonists (8-OH-DPAT and fluoxetine) 
used. The lack of  effects found by Soares et al. (2012) regarding iso-
tocin, in this system, is not necessarily a demonstration of  absence 
of  influence but otherwise might be directly linked to the dosages 
used or to individuals’ previous social context (Cardoso et al. 2015b).  
As for the role of  serotonergic activity on the AVT system, studies 
on hamsters are consistent with those done on teleost fish (Semsar 
et  al. 2004), with the use of  fluoxetine being responsible for a 
decrease in brain AVP levels (in hamsters) and lowering mRNA 
AVT levels in fish (Ferris 1996; Semsar et al. 2004). If  indeed the 
rise of  serotonin activity levels potentiates a decrease in brain AVT 
production and release, then cleaner wrasses’ behavioral response 
(which increased in their motivation to engage in cleaning) is in 
line with 1 previous study, which identified the involvement of  the 
AVT pathways in cleaner wrasse behavior (Soares et al. 2012). Our 
results thus support the evidence for a connection between the sero-
tonin and the AVT system.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the wild, cleaner wrasses’ behavioral responses need to adapt 
in accordance with a dynamic social context, which provides 
constant fluctuations in stimuli sources (both interspecific and 
conspecific). Our results provide first evidence that serotonin is a 
neuromodulatory driver for both social and cooperative activities 
and contribute to the understanding of  neural pathways of  coop-
eration. Unravelling the potential interactions with other neuro-
hormonal systems will also be a key challenge for future research. 
For instance, future work should focus on the relation between the 
serotoninergic system and other neurohormones, namely cortisol, 
AVT but mostly dopamine. Moreover, further testing should aim 
at finding out whether serotonin is actively involved in conditional 
cooperative transitions, similar to those produced by cortisol level 
shifts (Soares et al. 2014).
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